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ABSTRACT 
Let X, and 1y, be respectively the eigenvalue of largest modulus and largest 
singular value of a linear operator A. Then A is called radial if IX, I= aI. This paper is 
concerned with an examination of radial compound matrices. It turns out that the 
radial property for compound matrices is equivalent to an investigation of the case of 
equality in the classical inequalities of H. Weyl relating products of eigenvalues and 
singular values. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be an n-dimensional unitary space over C, T E Hom( V, V), E = 
{e 1,. . . ,e,} an orthonormal basis of V, and A = [TIE,. Let X,, . , , ,A, be the 
eigenvalues of A, where lhll > . . . > IAnI, and let a,(A) > . . . > a,(A) > 0 be 
the singular values of A, i.e., the non-negative square roots of the eigenvahles 
of AA*. 
The numerical radius of A is defined by 
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and the spectral norm of A by 
a,(A) = ,,y,yl II 41. 
r 
If lhil=r(A), A is called spectrul [4, p. 1151, and if ]X,l=a,(A), A is called 
rudial [2, p. 4271. 
Let 7 V, 1< m < n, denote the mth Grassmann (or exterior) space over 
V, and let C,(T) : K V-+ K V be the linear map defined by 
C,(T)x,/\.. . Ax,,,=TxJ,Tx,A... //TX,,,. 
The map C,(T) is called the mth exterior power or the mth compound of T. 
Let the matrix representation of C,(T) be given by 
Cm(A)= [Cm(T)]::: 
where E A = { evcl,A. . . Aeyc,, : y E Q,,, ,} and the ordering of E A is lexico- 
graphicinthesequencesyEV,,,,={a:I<~(l)<.** <a(m)<n}.Thede- 
composable tensor xi//. . . Ax,, is denoted by xA. The totality of decompos- 
able tensors of unit length in K V is called the Grassmannian and is usually 
denoted by G, [6, p. 1211. We define 
cf(cniA))= max j(C,,, (A)rA,x”)(, 
x A E G,,, 
the decomposable numerical radius of C,(A). Observe that in rd( C, (A)) the 
maximum is taken over all decomposable unit tensors, whereas in r( C, (A)) 
the maximum is over all (not necessarily decomposable) unit skew-symmetric 
tensors. In general 
rd(Cm (A)) < r(C, (A)). (1) 
If m = 1 or m = n - 1, all tensors are decomposable and equality holds in (1). 
We shall subsequently see that in general the inequality (1) is strict. 
It is well known that 
(xi] < r(A) < a,(A) < 2r(A). (2) 
Since the eigenvalues and singular values of C,(A) are the products 
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IIy= 1 Xuctj and fly= ~(Y~(&A) respectively, y E Q,,,,, we have 
/A,]. . . IL G ‘j (Cm (4) Q (~1 ic, (A)), m = 1,. . . , n. 
However, 
~l(c,,(A))<2r,(C,(A)) (3) 
fails, as we shall subsequently see. The question then arises: is there a 
constant c depending only on m and n and independent of A such that 
%(C, (A)) < %(Cm (A))? (4) 
Theorem 1 in the sequel bears on this question. 
M. Goldberg and G. Zwas [2, p. 4281 have shown that if 
/hi] = . . . = I& > l&+11 2 . . . 2 p,/, 
then A is radial iff A is unitarily similar to a matrix of the form Tt B, where 
T= diag(h,, . . . , A,), 
B= 
and 
p,lz~,_,- B*B 20. 
Weyl’s inequalities [7, p. 110; 8, pp. 4084111 state that 
(5) 
IAil Ihal. . . IL1 < a~ (A). . . G(A), ?n=l,...,n. (6) 
I. Gohberg and M. Krein [l, p. 351 show that equality holds in (6) iff A is 
normal. In Theorem 2 we investigate equality in (6) for a particular m. 
Observe that for (6) to be an equality is precisely the statement that C,(A) is 
radial. Our main results follow. [p(A) denotes the rank of A.] 
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THEOREM 1. Assume p(A)>m. If2<m<n-1 or if m=2, n>4, then 
111 
(7) 
COROLLARY 1. If p(A)> m, 2<m<n-1 or m=2, n>4, then there 
exists u unitary matrix U swh thut 
(The indicuted submatrix of CJ*A U lies in rows und columns 1,. . . , m.) 
THEOREM 2. Assume p(A) > m, 1 < m < n. Then C,,,(A) is rudial iff A is 
uniturily similar to 
T/B, (8) 
where 
x m+1 
B= (10) 
and 
a,(B). . . cli,jB) G G(T). . . “m-p+O), p=l ,..., min{m,n-m}. 
(11) 
THEOREM 3. If 1X,1=. .. =I~sl>l~s+ll > . . . > JX,j and s>m, then 
C,,,(A) is radial iff A is radial. 
II. EXAMPLES AND PROOFS 
We noted in the introduction that in general (3) fails. To see this let V be 
the space C”, and let A be the n-square matrix whose only non-zero entries 
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are l’s in positions (1,3), (2,4), . . . , (m, m + 2). Then 
AA* = Z,,iO,_,,, 
and 
Also the CV,P entry of C,,,(A) is given by 
cm x,p= I if cr=(I ,..., m) and/3=(3 ,..., m+2), 
0 otherwise 
(13) 
Hereafter we use the notation e for the sequence (1,. . . , m). Let X” = x,, Om,n 
p(o)eb E G,,,. Then from (13) with (Y = e, ,8 = (3,. . . , rn + 2), we have 
(14) 
Since ]]x!l] =l, 
(15) 
and moreover, since xA is decomposable, the quadratic Plucker relations 
hold [5, p. 312; 6, p, 121, i.e., 
p(u)p(w)= E p(Y[s,t:~])p(w[~,s:Y]), Y,wEQ~,~, s=l,...,m; 
t=1 
(16) 
y[s, t : w] denotes the sequence obtained from y by replacing y(s) by w(t), 
and p(y) is defined for any sequence y by skew symmetry. 
Take y = a = e, w = /zI = (3,. . . ,m + 2), s = 1, so that (16) becomes 
(17) 
We make the following observations: 
l@Ima[l,t:p] for any 1 and thus Ima[l,t:p]#Ima; 
2EIma.[l,t:P] for every t and thus ImLu[l,t:fl]#Imp; 
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lEImb[t,l:a] for every t and thus Im/3[t,l:a]+Imp; 
2BImb[t,l:a] for any t and thus Imp[t,l:a]#Ima. 
We conclude that 
P(4P(P)= 2 %Yt, 
t=1 
where each xt, yt, t = 1 ,...,m, is 0 or *P(y), yEQ,_, y#a,P. Hence 
IP(“)Pv)I= 2 "tYt 1 I t==1 
6 5 IXtYtl 
t=1 
B 
m lxt12+ IYt12 c 2 
t=1 
J_ (Ip(“)12+lP(P)12) 
2- 2 
[f 
rom 
(15)1 
Thus 
and hence 
The maximum value of (18) is 
(18) 
(19) 
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From (12), (14) and (19) we have 
r,(C,(A))<:a,(C,(A)), 
~&JA)) <:7 
(20) 
and (3) fails. 
This example also shows that (1) may be strict. To see this, consider the 
following: 
(cm (A) x~,x*)=(C,(P*AP)e,/\... Ae,,,,e,A’.. A%) 
=detP*AP[ ele], 
(21) 
where P is defined by 
Pe, = xi, ei=(~i1~...,6in)~ i=l,...,m. 
Let P[crl/3] denote the submatrix of P lying in rows cy and columns /3. Then 
= wE% detP*[ elw]detP[wle] 
_.” 
Thus X* E G, iff 
Hence 
2 ]detP[ole]]‘=l. 
w E Qm,n 
= mp” ldetP*AP[ ele] 1, 
(22) 
where P satisfies (22). 
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Let P= [P,,] be defined by 
p,,= - 1 
d/, ’ P22’ pm+1,2=pm+2,1= -!- viz’ 
Pii = 1, i=3 ,...,ni, 
Pii = 0 otherwise. 
(23) 
For P as defined in (23) we have 
and a routine calculation shows that 
Furthermore 
detP*AP[ ele] = C,,, (P*AP*)_ 
= c cn P*L?.,cm (%,,C?n (P),., 
W,Y E Qm,n 
= G (P*LJtn P)c3 ,..., m+2),e 
=1 
4’ 
It follows from (20) that 
On the other hand. let 
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11 tiI/ = 1, not necessarily decomposable. Since llwll = 1, 
c. I P(“)12=1> 
w E Qm.n 
139 
(25) 
and we have 
((C,,,(A)w,w)l=)p(a)l(p(p)I, a=e, B=(%...,m+2) 
< IPk412+lP(P)12 
2 
c. 
< 
ti1,,“l P(412 
2 
<i [from (ZS)]. 
Takingp(cu)=p(P)=l/fi, p(y)=Ootherwise, we have 
Hence 
ricn, (A)) = i. 
1 = rd (C,, (A)) < r( C,, (A)) = g. 4 
Proof of Theorem 1. From (21), 
r~(C,n(A))=nlpaX/(C,,(P*AP)el~...Ae~,e,/\...A9,)l: (26) 
where P satisfies (22). 
Let 
A=XdY 
where X and Y are unitary and d =diag(a,(A),...,a,(A)). Then 
R=X*P 
satisfies (22) iff P does and 
P*AP= R*dQR, 
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where Q is also unitary. It follows from (26) that 
where R satisfies (22), or equivalently. 
Let u 1,. . . ,u, be a set of o.n. eigenvectors of Q, and define U to be the 
unitary matrix whose ith row is ui, i = 1,. . . , n. Then from (27) 
“,gx /detU[wle]/'nl(A)...n,iA). 
VI.” 
Since U is unitary, we have 
It follows that if 
then 
ldetU[wle](=(G)P1’2 for all oEQ,,,,. 
The strict inequality (7) will therefore follow once we prove 
(28) 
(29) 
LEMMA 1. Zf2<m<n-lorm=2,n>4,thenthereisnomXnmatrix 
all of whose (x) m-square subdeterninunts have the same absolute value 
czo. 
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Proof. First note that if cri = e @I, u2 = e @2, then 
lul - u2/ = 1 
iff 
qJ-cp2=;+2kvi 
or 
~l-Q= F +27r, k=O, -c 1, k-2 ,,... (30) 
We can then easily conclude that there are no four complex numbers of 
modulus 1 which satisfy 
and 
p-e2~=~e3-e4~=1 (31) 
/e,s, - f&8,] = 1. (32) 
Case (i): m =2,n > 3. Let X = [xii] be a 2 x n complex matrix, and 
assume that all 2-square subdeterminants of X have absolute value c # 0. Let 
vi=(xlj>xzi)> i=l ,...,n. 
Since detX [1,2]1,2]#0, oi and t’a are linearly independent, so that 
vi = aivl + pitI,, i = 3,. . . , n. 
Now 
and hence 
c&q = - “i”l//c,, i=3 ,...,n, 
Iail = l, i=3,...,n. 
Without loss of generality we may replace z?~ by oi/cri, i = 3,. . . , n, so that 
If 3 < i < n, then 
vi = Cl + pi V2’ i=3,...,n. 
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I I$ = 1, i=&...,n. (33) 
If 3 < i < i < n, then 
and 
IPj-PiI=l> S<i<i<n. (34) 
Note that (33) and (34) are incompatible with (30). 
Case (ii): 2 < m < n - 1. Let X = [xii] be an m X n complex matrix, and 
assume that all m-square subdeterminants of X have absolute value c#O. Let 
tii be the ith column of X, and as in case (i) assume that 
vi=v1+ei2c2+... +e,,v,, i=m+l fl. >...1 
Let2<j<m,m+l<i<n,andcomputethat 
Hence 
lei,jl = l, 2< i<m, m+l<i<n. 
Also 
(35) 
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Furthermore, 
and thus 
Finally, 
qAc,/\v,A 
so that 
lL+2,3- tL+1,31 = 1. 
But then (31) and (32) imply that the system (35), (36), (37) and (38) has no 
solution. n 
Proof of the Corollary. Let xc = xyr\. . . /\I$, E G,,, be chosen so that 
rd(Cm(A))=I(Cm(A)XOA~XOA)I. 
Let uI,u2,...,um be an o.n. basis of (x0 1,. , .,xi), and let U be unitary 
satisfying Ue, = q, i = 1,. . . ,m. Then 
and 
u,A.,,Au,=cx~A...Ax~, ICI = I, 
%(Cm (A))= I(% k+?x?)l 
= ((C,,, (A)u”,u”)l 
=I(C,(U*AU)elA...Ae,,e,A...Ae,,)I 
=detIU*AU[ele]I. 
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n 
If m=2, n=4, then the method used in the proof of Theorem 1 fails. 
L Note that all the 2 X 2 subdeterminants of 
I 0 1 0 1 2 1 lIein/ in/3 1 
1 ein/3 I+ ei7r/3 ein/3 
L 
have absolute value 1. 
Proof of Theorem 
assume that 
2. By the Schur triangularization theorem we can 
where 
A, 
T= 
* 
L 1 B= 
We have 
hence 
C, (AA*)_=det( TT* + CC*). 
Now 
so that 
C, (AA*),,, Q a;(A). * * c&A), 
(39) 
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If H is positive definite and K is positive semidefinite, then det( H + K ) > 
det H, with equality iff K =O. Hence if C,(A) is radial, then from (39), 
a;(A). + . a;(A) = /h,[‘. . . I&,,(” 
= det TT* 
< det( TT* + CC*) 
< af(A)...(~i(A). 
Since TT* is positive definite (i.e., O# a,(A)* + . a,,,(A) = lhll. . . lkl), we 
have 
cc*=0 
c=o. 
We conclude that if C,(A) is radial, then 
A=T/B. 
Moreover, the product of any r singular values of T and any m - r singular 
values of B, 0 < m - T Q n - m, cannot exceed U,(A). . .%(A). 
We have 
%(W .LY,_~(T)(Y~(B)~(Y~(A)...LY,(A). (4% 
Since p(A) > m, O# a,(A) * * . u,(A) = lhll - . . IL\, it follows that p(T) = m 
and hence am(T) # 0. Thus 
~,(T)-L,(%$‘) 
%(T) 
ai(B)<cu,(A)...(~,(A). 
By Weyl’s inequalities (6), 
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Similarly, we have 
~,(B)...~u,-,JB)~(lb+l(T)...“,,(T), l<ni-p<n-m, 
and the inequalities (11) follow. 
Conversely, suppose the inequalities (11) hold and A = T/B. Then the 
largest singular value of B is at most the smallest singular value of T. Since 
the singular values of A are the singular values of B together with the 
singular values of T, we have 
ai(T)=ai(A)> i=l ,...,m. (41) 
But then 
~~(A)...~~(A)=~B(T)...LY~(T) 
= det( TT*) 
= /det T/’ 
= lh,j2* * . lhJ, 
and it follows that C,(A) is radial. n 
Proof of Theorem 3. If C,(A) is radial, then (8), (9), (10) and (11) hold. 
Hence 
%(B 1 G %n(T). 
Suppose that am(T) > (h,(. Then 
a,(T)> ... >a,(T)>IX& 
From (41) and (43), 
a,(A).. .LY,~(A)=(Y~(T)... %(T)>lw=l~ll~ 
(42) 
(43) 
. ILL 
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and C,(A) would not be radial. Therefore 
Note that 
because A,, + 1 is an eigenvalue of B and ~yr( B) is the largest singular value of 
B. From (42), (44) and (45) and the fact that s > m, 
Suppose a,(T) > 1X,1. Then (41) and (46) imply 
q(A). . . ~m(T)=al(T)...cu,(T)>Ihll”=lXII...I~ml, 
and C,(A) would not be radial. Hence 
(46) 
(47) 
But then (46) and (47) yield 
“i(T)=IXil=IX~/> i=l ,...,m. (48) 
Therefore T is normal. Since T is triangular, we conclude that T is diagonal. 
Next we show that for k=1,2,...,s-m, LU~(B)=~A,+~~=IX~~. The proof 
proceeds by induction, with (46) the k= 1 case. From (ll), 
But then (48) and the inductive hypothesis give 
&L(B) G “m-k+l(T), 
Also 
(49) 
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so that by the inductive hypothesis 
lLm+kl G %(B 1. (50) 
Then (48), (49) and (50) imply 
IL+!J = %(B). (51) 
Hence 
which implies that C, _m (B) is radial. By Theorem 1, 
B = T, i I?,, 
where 
and the 
to assert 
h 
: ‘* 
* 
m+l 
T, = 
0 *A, 
], Bl-[*,:; ‘.. in], 
inequalities (11) hold when applied to T, and B,. We then use (51) 
that T, is normal, hence diagonal, so that 
A= T/ T,/ B,. 
Finally, let r be any eigenvalue of BIB:. We have 
ITI~“:.(B,)<~,~_,(T,)=I~,I~, 
so that 
lh,l’Zn_, - BIB: Z 0. 
The conditions (5) now establish that A is radial. 
Conversely, suppose A is radial, so that lhrl = a,(A) and the conditions (5) 
and C,(A) is radial. n 
The hypothesis that s > m in the statement of Theorem 3 is necessary. To 
II 
see this, consider the following examples. 
Let m=2, s=2, 
1 
A=0 / 
1 0 
0 10. 1 0 0 
Then 
A.*=[% ; WI, Cz(A)=[ 8 a I 
1. 
Clearly C,(A) is radial but A is not. 
Let m=2, s=l, 
Then 
1 
A=0 I 
1 0 
4 0 0 0. I 0 
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hold. Then 
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and 
so that 
Ihll”=iXi12=(yz(T)=,;2(A), i = 1, . . . ) .s, 
Ihll... l&,l=q(A)-a,(A), 
and again C,(A) is radial but A is not radial. 
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III. SOME QUESTIONS 
In [4, p. 322] it is shown that if r(A) = a,(A), then (A,( = a,(A), i.e., A is 
radial. Since 
141. . . IL G 51 Cm ( (A)) ( r(G (A)) G 4k (A)), 
we have that rJC,,, (A))=LY~(C,(A)) iff C,(A) is radial. M. Goldberg, E. 
Tadmor and G. Zwas [3, p. 3191 have classified matrices A for which 
(h,(= r(A), i.e., s er. ra matrices. The question arises: is it possible to classify p *t ’ 1 
those A for which /X,1.. . Ih,,,l= rcj(C,(Aj)? 
The proof of Theorem 1 depends on showing 
min max (detI:[alp]l”>(z)-l. 
u umtary 0, i3 E o,,, ” (52) 
The resulting inequality (7) can be improved if we can get a more accurate 
bound for (52). More generally, is it possible to obtain a constant c, 
0 < c < (E), such that 
for all A? 
It is always true that cc,(C, (A)) < 2r(C,, (A)); however, the example 
preceding Theorem 1 shows that 
aI G (A)) G 2r, (C??l (A)) (53) 
is false in general. Is there some class of A for which (53) is true? It may also 
be interesting to investigate those A for which l;l( C, (A)) = r( C,, (A)). 
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